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When details of the forthcoming series  were 
released late last year, it sparked some interesting reactions in the media. The 
ABC’s  program referred to it as a ‘dating show’ and interviewed 
Liberal Party Senator Santo Santoro, who accused SBS of compromising the 
multicultural charter in a quest to boost ratings with the series. An article in the 
Sunday Times, titled ‘Bachelor Meets Survivor – Reality TV Goes Bush’, 
described it as a ‘reality documentary’ series.

 follows five remote West Australian farmers 
(‘bush bachelors’) as they’re matched up with single city gals from the UK and 
Perth. The series is being co-produced by Perth-based Artemis International 
and Carlton TV (UK), with finance from ScreenWest’s Screen Industry 
Partnership Fund and broadcast pre-sales with SBS and the UK’s commercial 
ITV network.

Celia Tait, producer/director of , describes the series as "formatted 
documentary", explaining that the first few episodes are more structured and 
will use narration as the characters are introduced and matched up. Subsequent 
episodes will be more like an observational documentary, using small crews to 
film the couples in their Outback homes as their new lives unfold.

As with previous social documentaries from Artemis, she says "  is a 
character-based series that deals with genuine social issues." While the 
difficulties Outback farmers face finding a mate is, undoubtedly, a genuine 
issue, the entire matchmaking element is contrived. But that’s something the 
creators are completely up-front about, says Tait.

"It’s not strictly fly-on-the-wall [documentary], where you don’t intervene at 
all. In this series we are intervening explicitly from the start and we’re telling 
the audience that."

So what does she think of the term reality documentary? "That’s the media’s 
terminology", she says. "I don’t know where they got it from. I think they’re 
just grappling with the concept of the program. It doesn’t worry me how 
people define it. What’s important is whether the storytelling is good, whether 
it has interesting characters. Is it informing, is it entertaining, does it reach an 
audience."

Marsha Emerman, documentary filmmaker and Post Graduate Documentary 
Lecturer at VCA, thinks the term ‘reality documentary’ is an absurd notion. "It 
sounds like a trendy re-dubbing just to give it a category, but really it’s getting 
further away from what documentary is meant to be – as manipulated as little 
as possible," she says. 

Following on from The New Reality of Documentary article, Kaye Blum talks 
to two documentary filmmakers about the cross-pollination of documentary 
with reality TV formats and the subsequent spawning of terms such as 
‘observational reality’, ‘formatted documentary’ and ‘reality documentary’. 
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While Emerman acknowledges documentaries sometimes have elements of 
contrivance, there are limits. "If it’s totally contrived, totally pre-planned, then 
for me it ceases to be documentary," she says. "Simply giving it a new label 
doesn’t make it documentary, it just makes it marketable… but it takes away 
from the documentary genre."

There’s nothing new in combining elements of different genres for stylistic 
purposes in film and television. Dramas often borrow documentary techniques 
such as hand-held camera to present a more realistic, fly-on-the-wall look and 
feel. But they’re still telling (mostly) fictional stories. 

Documentaries borrow elements from drama, too. Errol Morris used actors in 
dramatic reconstructions to help present the facts surrounding the murder of a 
Dallas police officer in . While it was a highly stylized 
presentation, it was still a true story. It was documentary.

Isn’t that what most people once understood documentary to be – a 
presentation of facts? But now, with the integration of reality TV formats, the 
definition of documentary seems to be treading a precariously thin true line.

For the previous articles in this series, 

The Thin Blue Line

A panel session on Defining Documentary will be held at next week’s 
Australian International Documentary Conference in Fremantle. For more 
details, see the AIDC website at www.aidc.com.au
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Kaye Blum is a freelance writer and filmmaker. 
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